
6 Coordinate ring of an a!ne algebraic set.

6.1 Coordinate ring of an a!ne algebraic set.

Definition 6.1. Let k be a field, V ! kn an a!ne algebraic set, I(V ) the ideal of V. The ring
k[V ] := k[x1, ..., xn]/I(V ) is called the coordinate ring of V.

Remark 6.2. Let k be a field, V !kn an a!ne algebraic set, I(V ) the ideal of V . Let f "k[x1, ...,
xn]. The polynomial f defines a polynomial function kn#k. Let fV be the restriction of f to the
set V , fV = f !V . Then fV = gV if and only if f + I(V )= g+I(V ).

Proof. Indeed, fV = gV means that f(a1, ..., an) = g(a1, ..., an), for all (a1, ..., an) " V , that is
(f $ g)(a1, ..., an)= 0, for all (a1, ..., an)"V , or, equivalently, f $ g "I(V ). "

Remark 6.3. Let k be a field, V ! kn an a!ne algebraic set, I(V ) the ideal of V . Let !:
k[x1, ..., xn]# k[V ] be the canonical epimorphism, !(f) = f := f + I(V ). Then k[V ] is a k-ring
finitely generated over k by x1, ..., x2.

Remark 6.4. Let k be algebraically closed, V ! kn an a!ne algebraic set, I(V ) the ideal of V .
Then k[V ] has no nonzero nilpotents.

Proof. By Hilbert Nullstellensatz, I(V ) is radical, so that, by Lemma 5.7, k[V ]=k[x1, ...,xn]/I(V )
has no nonzero nilpotents. "

Theorem 6.5. Let k be algebraically closed. Then a k-ring A is isomorphic to a coordinate ring
of an a!ne algebraic set V ! kn if and only if it is finitely generated over k and has no nonzero
nilpotents.

Proof. Let A=k[t1, ..., tn] be a ring finitely generated over k with no nonzero nilpotents. The map

k[x1, ..., xn]#A, f %# f(t1, ..., tn)

is a well-defined ring epimorphism. Define by a its kernel. The ring k[x1, ..., xn] /a =& A has no
nonzero nilpotents, hence, by Lemma 5.7, the ideal a is radical. Thus a=I(Z(a)) and, consequently,
A=& k[Z(a)]. "

Example 6.6. One easily checks that:

• V = kn, k[V ] =& k[x1, ..., xn];

• V = ', k[V ] =& 0;

• V = {(a1, ..., an)}, k[V ] =& k.

Example 6.7. Let V = Z(f), where f " k[x1, ..., xn] is square-free and k is algebraically closed.
Then k[V ] =& k[x1, ..., xn]/(f) =& k["1, ...,"n] where f("1, ...,"n)= 0.

Proof. By Hilbert Nullstellensatz I(V )=I(Z(f))= rad (f). One easily checks that (f)= rad (f)
if and only if f is square-free, which follows that k[V ] =& k[x1, ..., xn] / (f) =& k["1, ..., "n], where
"i=xi+(f), for i" {1, ..., n}. "
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Example 6.8. Let V =Z(a1x1+ ...+anxn$ b), where a1, ..., an, b"k and k is algebraically closed.
Then k[V ] =& k[x1, ..., xn!1].

Proof. As in the previous example, k[V ]=&k[x1, ..., xn]/(a1x1+ ...+anxn$ b)=&k["1, ...,"n], where
a1"1+ ...+an"n= b. Relabelling, if necessary, we may assume that an=/ 0. Further, we may assume

that an=1, since Z(a1x1+ ...+ anxn$ b)=Z
!
a1
an
x1+ ...+ an

an
xn$ b

an

"
. Thus

"n= b$ a1"1$ ...$ an!1"n!1,

and the ring k[V ] =& k["1, ...,"n] is generated by the elements "1, ...,"n!1. If su!ces to show that
these elements are algebraically independent: indeed, if g("1, ..., "n!1) = 0, for some g " k[x1, ...,
xn!1], then

I(V ) = 0k[V ]= g("1, ...,"n!1)= g(x1+I(V ), ..., xn!1+ I(V ))
= g(x1, ..., xn!1)+ I(V ),

so that g "I(V )= (h), that is h divides g in the ring k[x1, ..., xn]. But this is impossible, since xn
appears in h with a nonzero coe!cient, and does not appear in any of the monomials of g. Thus
"1, ...,"n!1 are algebraically independent over k, and thus k["1, ...,"n!1] =& k[x1, ..., xn!1]. "
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